Verifone

P400
A truly advanced PIN pad
designed for security, comfort,
and greater customer interaction.

Take payments
to the next level

All the power
you want

Delivering world-class performance, flexibility,
and security, the Verifone P400 is a stand-out
POS device providing you the tools you need
to get greater engagement and better returns
from your payment device.

A powerful processor allows you to perform
downloads and transactions with speeds up to
3x faster than its competitors. This is perfect for
developing apps or downloading them from the
App Marketplace.

Advanced features and functionality
Plenty of memory to support rich
multimedia apps
Accepts all the latest payment types
Offers new commerce opportunities

The P400 boasts the latest Linux-based OS,
an open architecture and a modern payment
application framework—enhancing the
experience for today, but ready for all future
developments.
With support of HTML5, the P400 allows easy
development and deployment of value-added
applications to allow paying with points, crossselling, upselling, loyalty redemption, and more.

Specifications
Processor*
600 MHz; Cortex A9 32-bit RISC processor;
1500 MIPS + graphic accelerator

Memory*
1024MB (512MB Flash, 512MB SDRAM)

Operating System
V/OS (Linux-based)

Display
3.5" HVGA color, capacitive touch screen

Security
PCI PTS 4.X approved

Connectivity*
Ethernet, 5GHz WiFi, Bluetooth 4.0

Physical
167mm L × 80mm W × 44mm H; 310g

Power*
5-12Volt DC, 4.8W-5.2W max power
consumption; power over USB 5V 500mA

Peripheral Ports
Single connector supports RS-232, USB
Device, USB Host, Ethernet
*Included in the Enhanced Commerce option

Engineered for
experience
Bring color to your business with a POS that
emboldens your brand. With a beautiful HVGA
touchscreen display, the P400 is designed
to support full-color multimedia. Run video
or image offers to brighten up the checkout
experience and grab customers’ attention.

Verifone P400

The P400 has a tactile keypad, ergonomic
body, and redesigned EMV slot for smoother
card insertion—making it comfortable and
easy to operate for both the merchant and the
consumer. Meanwhile, the screen’s Gorilla®
Glass technology provides added durability and
better scratch resistance.

CHECKOUT
REDEFINED
The Verifone P400 PIN pad goes further than
just enabling all forms of payment. It opens up
a whole new spectrum of possibilities during
the checkout process by offering personalized
shopping experiences and multimedia
capabilities. The P400 enables merchants to
interact with their consumers in a way that has
never been possible before.

Scales to your
imagination

Worry-free
transactions

A PIN pad to look up to
Verifone P400 is designed to breathe new life
into the checkout process by delivering realtime content, individualized offers and rewards,
and other value-added services—at the point
of sale and directly to consumers’ phones with
beacon capabilities.

Secure by design
Security is at the core of the P400’s design. It’s
EMV-ready, PCI 4.X approved, and equipped
with advanced security technology. With
end-to-end encryption and tokenization to
safeguard sensitive information and combat
fraud, consumers can pay any way they choose
without hesitation.

In addition to accepting EMV, NFC/contactless,
and magstripe, merchants can now enjoy new
revenue streams by taking advantage of the
App Marketplace, which provides enhanced
consumer experiences such as pay with points,
loyalty programs, card-linked offers, and more.
The P400 is the next level up in payment
devices. Do more with the P400 and see
greater returns.

Perfectionist
design standards

